
Step 1: Click this link to open the EICC-GeSI form. 
 

Step 2: Complete all information highlighted in yellow 
above. 

 
 Incomplete mandatory fields will result in a Failure  

Simplified Instructions on completing the Conflict Minerals Reporting Template  

http://www.conflictfreesmelter.org/documents/EICCGeSIDDtemplate-rev2.03aFinal.xls


Step 3a: Answer Question #1. Determine whether or not ANY of your products 
contain tantalum, tin, gold or tungsten. If none of your products contain these 
minerals, select “No” from the drop down menu (along with an explanation in 
the comments section), answer questions A through J and return your survey 

to Boeing’s group email box. You are done. 
 

This is an example of a Passing response 



Step 3b: If you do not answer Question #1 even though none of 
your products contain tantalum, tin, gold or tungsten, this is an 

example of a Failure 



Step 3c: Answer Question #1. If any of 
your products contain these minerals, 

select “Yes” from the drop down menu. 

You must address all of the 
minerals or the response will 

Fail 

Answering all questions is a 
Passing response 

Comments are optional. Explain why the answer fits the category chosen. 



Step 4a: For every “Yes” answer in Question #1, you will need to 
complete the relevant questions (answers are highlighted in 

yellow) 
Drop down answers are: “yes”, “no” or “uncertain or unknown” 



Step 4b: If you are not directly buying metals from a smelter or 
refiner, you will need to contact your suppliers and request the same 

information from them.  
If you are in the process of collecting information from your supply 
base, a Passing response will be “unknown or uncertain” until you 

receive your suppliers’ responses  



Step 5: If you are able to obtain smelter information, you will need to complete the 
Smelter tab of this spreadsheet and determine if the smelter is part of the Conflict 

Free Smelter (CFS) program. 
A link to the CFS list is provided. 

Smelters identified here may be contained on The Boeing Conflict Mineral Report 
 

This is the smelter tab 



Step 6: Questions A. through J. must be answered – see drop down options. Incomplete 
answers (i.e. highlighted boxes) will be considered a Failure 

 
Please provide any additional comments or attachments as you deem necessary or relevant 



For more detailed instructions on completing the template, see instructional video 
at:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Enyu_V5Kd1k&feature=youtu.be   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Enyu_V5Kd1k&feature=youtu.be
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